The impact of social protection and poverty elimination on global tuberculosis incidence: a statistical modelling analysis of Sustainable Development Goal 1
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Summary
Background The End TB Strategy and the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are intimately linked by their common targets and approaches. SDG 1 aims to end extreme poverty and expand social protection coverage by 2030. Achievement of SDG 1 is likely to affect the tuberculosis epidemic through a range of pathways. We estimate the reduction in global tuberculosis incidence that could be obtained by reaching SDG 1.

Methods We developed a conceptual framework linking key indicators of SDG 1 progress to tuberculosis incidence via well described risk factor pathways and populated it with data from the SDG data repository and the WHO tuberculosis database for 192 countries. Correlations and mediation analyses informed the strength of the association between the SDG 1 subtargets and tuberculosis incidence, resulting in a simplified framework for modelling. The simplified framework linked key indicators for SDG 1 directly to tuberculosis incidence. We applied an exponential decay model based on linear associations between SDG 1 indicators and tuberculosis incidence to estimate tuberculosis incidence in 2035.

Findings Ending extreme poverty resulted in a reduction in global incidence of tuberculosis of 33.4% (95% credible interval 15.5–44.5) by 2035 and expanding social protection coverage resulted in a reduction in incidence of 76.1% (45.2–89.9) by 2035; both pathways together resulted in a reduction in incidence of 84.3% (54.7–94.9).

Interpretation Full achievement of SDG 1 could have a substantial effect on the global burden of tuberculosis. Cross-sectoral approaches that promote poverty reduction and social protection expansion will be crucial complements to health interventions, accelerating progress towards the End TB targets.
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Introduction
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) came into being in 2016 as a more detailed and globally focused successor to the Millennium Development Goals. Covering a broad range of environmental, economic, and social development initiatives, the SDG targets are regarded as being profoundly interlinked, integrated, and inseparable from one another. For example, progress in health (SDG 3) will depend on progress in poverty reduction efforts (SDG 1), highlighting the need for cross-sectoral thinking in their implementation. Tuberculosis, as a disease that features complex interactions with poverty and its associated social and structural factors, offers the opportunity to investigate closely how the SDGs align with disease control efforts.

The SDG targets share a conceptual and pragmatic vision with WHO’s End TB Strategy. From the conceptual perspective, both the End TB Strategy and the SDG targets are concerned with the root determinants of human health. In line with this thinking, the social determinants of tuberculosis are increasingly recognised as a research and programmatic priority, and the overarching aims of the End TB and SDG agendas should be regarded as linked. The End TB Strategy aims to reduce tuberculosis incidence by 90%, related deaths by 95%, and catastrophic costs by 100% by 2035, and includes a milestone for 2030, reflected in SDG 3, of an 80% reduction in tuberculosis incidence. Specifically, the eventual elimination of tuberculosis will require progress on the SDG 1 subtargets, which include efforts towards the reduction of poverty and expansion of social protection coverage. The links between increased social protection and reduced tuberculosis burden are well known to be applicable at the ecological level. Biocultural theories of disease provide a potential mechanism by which social protection and poverty reduction could reduce tuberculosis burden at the individual level. Because biomedical innovation in the response to tuberculosis alone will not be able to accelerate the reduction in tuberculosis incidence required to meet the programmatic targets of the End TB Strategy, what impact a reduction in the socioeconomic drivers of tuberculosis might have is also important to investigate. The SDG 1 subtargets include several indicators designed to operationalise and measure progress towards poverty reduction and expansion of social protection programmes.
In view of the ubiquity of SDGs in the development agenda, the SDG 1 indicators and timeline provide an appropriate framework. In this Article, reflecting a key target of the End TB Strategy, we estimate the reduction in global tuberculosis incidence that could be obtained by reaching SDG 1’s targets of reducing poverty and expanding social protection.

Methods
Overview
To produce an estimate of the impact of attaining SDG 1 on tuberculosis incidence, we undertook three key steps: generation of a conceptual framework, reduction of that conceptual framework, and statistical modelling.

Conceptual framework generation
We sought to build a conceptual framework composed of theoretical pathways that link the relevant SDG 1 indicators, via several relevant risk factors, to an impact on tuberculosis burden. Both poverty reduction and social protection are codified as part of WHO’s End TB Strategy to implement and strengthen bold policies and supportive systems. Two articles published in 2016 describe a shared conceptual and pragmatic alignment between the End TB Strategy and the broader SDGs, but no quantitative evidence or projections of effect exist to support this strategic link.

Added value of this study
Conceptually, our study is the first to adopt an SDG framework to quantify the interdependence between tuberculosis elimination and development. Methodologically, the use of a well defined conceptual framework and clear operationalisation of indicators and outcomes provides a robust approach to statistical modelling. The resulting estimate of a decrease in incidence of 84.3% (95% credible interval 54.7–94.9) from baseline by the target year for the SDGs reaffirms the role of poverty elimination and social protection in global tuberculosis control. Furthermore, because this methodological approach can be extended to SDGs other than SDG 1 and to diseases other than tuberculosis, our study provides a replicable analytical model suitable across a range of development and public health thematic areas.

Implications of all the available evidence
WHO’s End TB Strategy arose in parallel with the SDGs with the precise intent of aligning indicators, targets, and strategic thinking. In the case of SDG 1, our study confirms this alignment is supported by quantitative evidence. Multisectoral approaches including the development sector are necessary if global health challenges, including tuberculosis, are to be addressed in an effective and sustainable way. The framing of our study within the broader development agenda should guide policy and practice across the development and health policy landscapes.
the proportion of people covered by social assistance, and the proportion of people covered by social insurance.

We populated the risk factor measures with data obtained from the WHO databank for smoking, HIV, and diabetes prevalence, and data from the SDG repository for all other risk factors.\textsuperscript{11,12} The measure for malnutrition was the proportion malnourished, for HIV infection was the proportion HIV positive, for housing quality was composed of the proportion burning unclean fuels in the home and the proportion living in urban slums, and for health behaviour was composed of the proportion of smokers and the proportion with diabetes. Although not proximal risk factors for tuberculosis, we also extracted information on gross domestic product and Gini coefficients from the SDG repository for sensitivity analyses.

After the most recent observed value was carried forward, all SDG indicators and risk factor measures had fairly large (>20%) amounts of missing data (appendix), with the exception of HIV prevalence, tuberculosis incidence, and malnutrition. A similar proportion of missing data were found across all different income levels and all different regions, suggesting that missingness was not associated with observed data and, as such, the data were unlikely to be missing not at random.\textsuperscript{13} In view of the large amounts of missing data, single imputation approaches were adopted for exploratory analyses and a multiple imputation approach using chained equations was used for analyses directly informing the statistical modelling (appendix).

Conceptual framework reduction

The conceptual framework (figure 1) is complex to model statistically because the multiple layers in the framework require hierarchical models and result in difficulties in propagating uncertainty. As such, we created a reduced version of the conceptual framework that was more amenable to quantitative analysis (figure 2). This reduced framework makes two key simplifying assumptions: that SDG 1.1 (extreme poverty) and SDG 1.2 (multidimensional poverty) measure a similar underlying construct, and that the intermediate layer composed of tuberculosis risk factors can be omitted.

We assessed the first assumption’s validity by generating a correlogram between all measures in the complete framework and examining the resulting correlation coefficients, with particular focus on the SDG 1 subtargets. The correlogram would also inform which choice of metric (social insurance, social assistance, or labour market interventions) to use for SDG 1.3 (social protection) because the measure used must be associated directly with tuberculosis incidence. We created the correlogram after conducting a single imputation by region using the regression substitution method. We generated five imputations of the dataset and the data used to generate the correlogram come from a randomly selected imputed dataset.

---

**Figure 1: Conceptual framework linking SDG 1 indicators to tuberculosis incidence**

We assumed a hierarchical relation among subtargets, by which increasing social protection coverage affects extreme and multidimensional poverty. Each of the SDG subtargets is assumed to be linked to each of four tuberculosis-relevant risk factors (malnutrition, HIV, health behaviours, and housing quality), which in turn are linked to tuberculosis incidence. On the basis of this framework, simple epidemiological analyses were done to estimate the effect of meeting the three SDG subtargets on tuberculosis incidence, both directly or as mediated by each of the four intermediate risk factors. SDG=Sustainable Development Goal.

We did an assessment for mediation to confirm whether each tuberculosis risk factor is individually a mediator. We investigated whether adjusting for a single intermediary risk factor changed the association between tuberculosis incidence and a given SDG 1 subtarget. To omit the intermediate layer of tuberculosis risk factors from the framework for analysis, we assume that these proximal risk factors completely mediate the relation between the SDG indicators and tuberculosis incidence. For this assumption to hold, all risk factors should collectively be sufficient to account for the total effect of SDG 1 on tuberculosis incidence. For a risk factor to be a mediator, it must be associated with the outcome and exposure, and be on the causal pathway (figure 3).

To assess whether the total effect of the SDG 1 subtargets was accounted for by the risk factors, we used linear models to estimate the total crude association of each SDG subtarget with tuberculosis incidence. We compared these associations with the adjusted associations between the SDG subtargets and tuberculosis incidence to determine the degree to which adjustment for the risk factor pathways changed the crude estimate from the linear models. We hypothesise that much of the total crude association is accounted for via adjustment for the
risk factor pathways and expect a reduction of the estimated association towards 0 after adjustment. The total association would then be equivalent to the indirect association via the risk factor pathways and the risk factors can be omitted from the model, assuming that the set of variables adjusted for capture all major tuberculosis risk factors and that, consequently, there is minimal residual confounding (figure 3).

**Statistical modelling**

We used the reduced framework to statistically model five effects on tuberculosis incidence: the direct effect of increased social protection, the direct effect of reduced extreme poverty, the joint effect of increased social protection and reduced extreme poverty, the indirect effect of social protection via reduced poverty, and the total effect composed of the joint effect and indirect effect (figure 2).

We performed the statistical modelling in five steps. First, we estimated the association between the subtarget (or subtargets) of interest and tuberculosis incidence at baseline to provide the expected reduction in tuberculosis incidence per 1% change in subtarget measure ($\beta$). Second, we extracted the change per year (for $t$ years) in absolute poverty (or increase in social protection) associated with an $x\%$ reaching of the SDG subtarget: $\Delta_s = x/t$.

Third, we scaled the expected decrease in tuberculosis incidence by this change to get the expected incidence reduction from reaching the SDG subtarget: $I_s = \Delta_s \cdot \beta$.

Fourth, we obtained the annual proportional decrease in incidence by converting to a proportion of baseline incidence: $\phi = -I_s/I_0$.

Fifth, we placed the annual proportional decrease into an exponential decay model: $I(t) = I_0(1-\phi)^t$.

or with multiple subtarget measures into the model: $I(t) = I_0(1-\phi_x\phi_o)^t$.

This results in an expected tuberculosis incidence for 2035, the year by which both the SDG 1 and End TB targets are supposed to have been completed. We produced credible intervals (CrI) by applying the same modelling procedure to the 5% and 95% bounds of the initial estimate for $\beta$, capturing the uncertainty in the association and reflecting the bounds between which we expect 95% of incidence projections to fall.

**Sensitivity analyses**

We examined linear models that adjusted for income and income equality as a sensitivity analysis to determine if income effects accounted for any residual confounding and should thus have been included in the full framework in figure 1.

We also did sensitivity analyses to investigate some of the assumptions of the statistical modelling. We investigated the results in an analysis that included only countries with non-missing data for social protection outcomes and measures of extreme poverty. We further investigated how much the results would change under scenarios in which social protection coverage was expanded to 50% (instead of 100%) and in which extreme poverty was 90% eliminated (instead of 100%).

To determine whether the assumption of a linear trend for $\beta$ was valid, we examined a model with a quadratic
term for improved model fit. Restricted cubic spline methods and piecewise linear functions were also considered but would have resulted in substantial additional complexity in statistical modelling and eventual interpretation of projections, and thus, were not a valid alternative for the methodology presented in this study.

**Role of the funding source**
The funder of the study gave input on the general approach and provided some data on SDG and tuberculosis indicators. The funder had no role in collation of additional data, development of the analysis framework, data analysis, data interpretation, or writing of the report. The corresponding author had full access to all the data in the study and had final responsibility for the decision to submit for publication.

**Results**
We created a correlogram that describes the structure of the data to validate the assumptions required for reducing the conceptual framework (figure 4). Extreme poverty and multidimensional poverty are strongly correlated ($r_{15} = 0.83$), validating the assumption that they might be measuring the same underlying construct. Social insurance is the only form of social protection correlated with tuberculosis incidence ($r_{15} = 0.49$), and social insurance was therefore used as the measure of choice for statistical modelling of SDG 1.3.

We found evidence that all tuberculosis risk factors were potential mediators, but that social insurance was a particularly strong mediator, further suggesting its use in the statistical model (appendix).

There was no evidence that any of the SDG subtarget indicators were associated with tuberculosis after adjusting for more proximal factors or more and equally proximal factors (table 1). However, all four tuberculosis risk factors were associated with tuberculosis incidence after adjusting for other risk factors (table 1). These findings suggest that none of the set of four risk factors were solely responsible for the direct effect on tuberculosis incidence.

Taken together, these models suggest that the total effect of the SDG subtargets on tuberculosis incidence is representative of the indirect effect through the four tuberculosis risk factor pathways, validating the omission of the risk factor pathways in the reduced modelling framework. We do not suspect any residual confounding by gross domestic product or by Gini coefficient because these variables were not associated with tuberculosis incidence after adjustment for all other targets and risk factors (appendix).

Ending extreme poverty resulted in a reduction in global tuberculosis incidence of 33·4% (95% CrI 15·5–44·5) by 2035. Expanding social protection coverage resulted in a reduction in global tuberculosis incidence of 76·1% (95% CrI 45·2–89·9) by 2035. Both direct effects together resulted in a reduction in incidence of 84·3% (95% CrI 54·7–94·9).

The effect of eliminating poverty and increasing social protection coverage to 100% gives an estimated annual proportional decrease in tuberculosis incidence of approximately 9·1% (table 2). Increasing social protection coverage alone could result in an estimated annual proportional decrease of about 8·7%.

Adjustment for gross domestic product and the Gini coefficient resulted in a decrease in effect size for the health behaviour pathway and an increase in effect size for the social insurance pathway (appendix).

An analysis using complete cases for social insurance and extreme poverty was found to be broadly similar in terms of the size of the effect estimate produced by the statistical model, although with wider CrIs, which are likely to result from the insufficient power produced by restriction of the sample size. Under the scenario in which social protection was expanded to 50% (instead of 100%) and in which extreme poverty was 90% eliminated (instead of 100%), the point estimates for reduction from...
Table 1: The association between each indicator or measure and tuberculosis incidence per 100 000 people per year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subtarget indicator</th>
<th>Crude estimate (95% CI)</th>
<th>Adjusted estimate (95% CI)*</th>
<th>Adjusted estimate (95% CI)†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SDG 1.1: extreme poverty</td>
<td>3.59 (2.54 to 4.65)</td>
<td>0.22 (1.22 to 1.66)</td>
<td>0.62 (1.08 to 2.32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDG 1.2: MPI prevalence</td>
<td>2.52 (1.48 to 3.57)</td>
<td>0.50 (2.35 to 1.36)</td>
<td>0.37 (1.02 to 2.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDG 1.3: labour protection</td>
<td>-0.19 (-4.38 to 5.01)</td>
<td>-1.04 (-5.97 to 1.89)</td>
<td>-0.92 (-4.09 to 2.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDG 1.3: social assistance</td>
<td>-1.27 (-2.28 to -0.26)</td>
<td>-0.06 (-5.77 to 0.64)</td>
<td>0.01 (-0.75 to 0.78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDG 1.3: social insurance</td>
<td>-3.52 (-4.44 to -2.60)</td>
<td>-0.94 (-5.36 to 0.48)</td>
<td>-1.04 (-2.55 to 0.48)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Risk factor measure

- Malnourishment: 7.25 (5.54 to 8.95) | 3.09 (1.19 to 4.98)
- Health behaviour: -2.16 (-5.10 to 0.78) | 4.13 (1.52 to 6.73)
- Housing quality: 2.70 (1.83 to 3.51) | 1.93 (1.13 to 2.68)
- HIV prevalence: 26.85 (19.90 to 33.80) | 23.62 (18.90 to 28.34)

Equal hierarchy of risk factors was assumed, in line with figure 1. SDG=Sustainable Development Goal. MPI=Multidimensional Poverty Index. *The association between a single indicator or risk factor and tuberculosis, adjusted for all variables more proximal to tuberculosis incidence (tuberculosis risk factors). †The association between each indicator or measure and tuberculosis incidence, adjusted for all variables more proximal to tuberculosis incidence (tuberculosis risk factors).

An analytical baseline were still substantial: 18-1% for absolute poverty elimination, 41-6% for social protection expansion, and 52-5% for the combination of these strategies (appendix).

The addition of a quadratic term in an additional sensitivity analysis did not substantially improve the fit of the model, suggesting no evidence of a non-linear trend in the association between extreme poverty and tuberculosis, and social protection and tuberculosis.

**Discussion**

The reduced framework linked SDG 1 subtargets directly to tuberculosis incidence, validated by correlational analyses and an assessment for mediation. Ending extreme poverty and expanding social protection coverage each resulted in a reduction in the global incidence of tuberculosis by 2035. Both direct effects together also resulted in a reduction in incidence, suggesting social protection expansion is key.

The scale of the reduction in tuberculosis incidence projected is particularly important in view of a 2017 study suggesting that fewer than 5% of countries will reach the goal for tuberculosis elimination outlined in SDG 3. The 11% annual proportional decrease in tuberculosis projected by this model is commensurate with the scale of the proportional annual decrease that the End TB Strategy suggests would be necessary to reach the 2035 targets and is likely to have an effect on transmission dynamics.

Regardless of whether the SDG 1, SDG 3, or End TB targets are reached completely, our study shows that eliminating extreme poverty and especially increasing social protection coverage are key to reducing tuberculosis incidence.

A major strength of this study is the data-driven approach to generating and analysing the modelling framework. Validation of the modelling framework with an analytical baseline means we are measuring the association of interest—namely, SDG 1 and tuberculosis incidence—while still accounting for major risk factor pathways. Our approach provides a reasonable balance between complexity and clarity. The statistical model extends beyond point associations and provides projections of future tuberculosis burden that are key for policy discussions. However, we avoid the escalating assumptions and uncertainties of using a mechanistic transmission model to capture these associations.

This study has some data-centric limitations. Not all countries yet collect routine prevalence estimates for social protection coverage or for extreme poverty. However, a robust protocol for the handling of missing data was implemented, and missing data on key exposure variables were not associated with tuberculosis risk factors or WHO region. Improved data availability and quality would have allowed for more refinements to the overall statistical model. Particularly, the production of regional estimates would have been preferable to the global model in view of the different effects of different types of social protection in different regions. The annual proportional decrease in tuberculosis incidence is probably lower than our estimate in high-income regions and higher than our estimate in regions with a greater proportion of low-income and middle-income countries, although in this global model, all regions are given equal weight.

Because the burden of tuberculosis and of poverty is concentrated in low-income and middle-income countries, the proportional annual decrease provided is probably a conservative estimate for the reduction in incidence expected were SDG 1 to be globally attained. With improved data quality, we could also assess whether the relation between poverty, social protection, and tuberculosis is non-linear in some regions, which could result in a more precise estimate than obtained by assuming linearity. Studies using similar analytical projection methodologies for tuberculosis have used regional models and non-linear associations to inform global estimates. However, in this analysis, regional models resulted in wide confidence intervals for β due to sparsity of data. Although we acknowledge that, in a global model, countries will have heterogeneous profiles for risk factors, this heterogeneity must be considered in a trade-off with statistical power. Sufficient statistical power to make robust conclusions is unlikely to be attained in subgroup analyses, particularly in view of the missing data in this study; this is evident in the sensitivity analysis done on complete cases.

The estimated annual proportional decrease in tuberculosis incidence projected assumes that the association between the SDG 1 subtargets remains constant as progress is made towards eliminating poverty. Because tuberculosis remains concentrated in the most vulnerable populations, elimination of the last 1% of extreme poverty might have a larger effect on incidence than elimination of the first 1%, and thus the value for
β might increase over time, which is not captured by this model. This would imply the projections are conservative. However, the elimination of the last pockets of extreme poverty is likely to be more challenging than elimination at baseline, which is captured by the exponential decay component of the statistical model; the absolute decrease at baseline, which is captured by the exponential decay poverty is likely to be more challenging than elimination model. This would imply the projections are conservative. Although other shapes might be possible, little evidence is available to guide either selection of an aggregate measure of social protection prevalence would unreasonable. Although other shapes might be possible, little evidence is available to guide either selection of an appropriate non-linear term to replace our analysis or to estimate appropriate standard errors for the CrIs. The sensitivity analysis investigating non-linearities in β suggest that the assumption of a constant β is not unreasonable. Although other shapes might be possible, little evidence is available to guide either selection of an appropriate non-linear term to replace our analysis or to estimate appropriate standard errors for the CrIs. Although we recognise that β can change over time, in practice incorporation of this change into the model while maintaining the present balance between complexity and interpretability is impossible. Similar concerns arise for changes in the scaling of poverty reduction or social protection expansion; what a reasonable value is for non-linearity with respect to Δ is unclear, as is how to propagate the uncertainty involved with a variable value of Δ.

The statistical model estimates use social insurance as the main measure of social protection, which tends to be more associated with higher-income countries relative to social assistance and labour protection measures (appendix). However, we found an association between social insurance and reduced tuberculosis incidence even after accounting for gross domestic product and the Gini coefficient, which suggests that social insurance is not simply acting as a proxy measure for being in a high-income country or for having low-income inequality (appendix). Social insurance might also be the only SDG 1 measure correlated with tuberculosis incidence because social insurance systems (eg, welfare and unemployment) have wide-ranging effects on society compared with social assistance schemes, which might be more directly targeted at groups that probably, but might not necessarily, overlap with patients with tuberculosis (eg, conditional cash transfers, disability grants, and child benefits). Social insurance is also likely to act more tangibly and more rapidly on tuberculosis trends than labour market reforms or social assistance programmes by enhancing access to tuberculosis care (eg, through health insurance) and by mitigating the effect of tuberculosis-related catastrophic costs and, more broadly, the financial consequences of tuberculosis (ie, unemployment programmes). Although an aggregate measure of social protection prevalence would be a useful metric for SDG 1.3, it is not provided by the SDG databank.

There are some limitations to the use of social insurance as a proxy measure of social protection coverage. We consider prevalence of social insurance to be a measure of a wider construct that includes the structural and social factors required to implement a social insurance system, which might bias our estimate higher. This is probably why social protection was found to be more efficacious than extreme poverty elimination alone; promotion of social insurance systems is likely to entail efforts to eradicate poverty. For a country to expand social insurance, its citizens need to be able to contribute in some way to a system of wealth redistribution, which in turn requires a degree of household financial stability that is unlikely to occur without the elimination of other factors associated with tuberculosis incidence, such as malnutrition, poor housing, and catastrophic costs. In this way, the floor of poverty is first raised by implementation of policy towards expanding social

The value of β comes from linear associations generated from the pathways in figure 2 and represents the association of tuberculosis and social protection, independent of extreme poverty and vice versa. 95% CrIs represent the values between which 95% of model projections would be expected to fail on the basis of the distribution of β. 95% CrIs are not perfectly symmetrical because the exponential decay portion of the model creates an asymptote at y=0; as the expected incidence approaches 0, the 95% CrI will be closer to the estimate. Joint effects are calculated with the provided values of β. SDG=Sustainable Development Goal. CrI=credible interval. *Baseline: year 2015 with last year reported since 2010 carried forward. †Includes variance from Pathway C but not from B. ‡β for Pathway B alone is –0·57 (95% CI –0·72 to –0·42).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathway</th>
<th>β (95% CI)</th>
<th>Estimated 2035 incidence per 100 000 people (95% CrI)</th>
<th>Decrease from baseline* (95% CrI)</th>
<th>Expected annual proportional decrease</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pathway A: social protection for all (100% coverage)</td>
<td>–2·13 (–3·36 to –0·90)</td>
<td>28·5 (21·9 to 65·3)</td>
<td>76·1% (45·2 to 89·9)</td>
<td>8·7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pathway C: poverty elimination (100% eliminated)</td>
<td>–2·37 (–3·64 to –1·10)</td>
<td>80·6 (66·2 to 100·7)</td>
<td>33·4% (15·5 to 44·5)</td>
<td>2·0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pathways A and Pathway C: social protection and poverty elimination</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>18·7 (6·0 to 54·0)</td>
<td>84·3% (54·7 to 94·9)</td>
<td>11·1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pathways B + C: social protection via poverty elimination</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>83·2 (65·7 to 103·2)‡</td>
<td>30·2% (13·4 to 44·9)</td>
<td>1·8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pathway A and Pathways B + C: total effect of social protection</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>21·6 (6·3 to 43·1)‡</td>
<td>81·9% (64·8 to 94·8)</td>
<td>9·1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Projected tuberculosis incidence per 100 000 people per year associated with the achievement of selected SDG 1 subtargets
insurance, which might include forms of social protection that are comparatively easier to implement, such as social assistance and labour market interventions. As such, we might conceive of social insurance as a measure that indicates concomitant progress on the other SDG 1 targets.

Evidence is coalescing around a positive effect of social protection in tuberculosis control.\textsuperscript{1,4,5} This is the first study to directly link policies that form part of the End TB Strategy to SDG 1 or to provide projections of potential future tuberculosis incidence reduction from SDG achievement. Through this alignment there are high level opportunities to enable common progress towards both sets of targets. In view of the strong potential of social protection in tuberculosis, even compared with extreme poverty elimination, further policy assessment and consideration should be given to the role that various social protection programmes might have in tuberculosis control efforts, including the added value of social protection to mitigate catastrophic costs.

In November, 2017, Russia hosted an unprecedented WHO Global Interministerial Conference on ending tuberculosis to stimulate action and commitments. The resulting Moscow resolution aimed for the development of a framework working towards improved integration between tuberculosis care and social protection services. This framework entails the development of cross-sectoral delivery models able to rapidly detect eligible patients on the basis of clinical and vulnerability criteria, rather than just income; identify the most suitable social protection scheme on the basis of the patient’s profile; and facilitate access and enrolment by supporting the patients administratively and legally.

Because national social protection programmes are often under the jurisdiction of governmental development and welfare agencies or non-governmental organisations, the aforementioned cross-sectoral approaches are urgently needed if we are to capitalise on the opportunities to address the distal and proximal risk factors for tuberculosis. Political commitment is one of the key tenets of the End TB Strategy, and responsibility for work towards a sustainable solution to ending the tuberculosis epidemic rests in part with stakeholders outside the biomedical community capable of modifying its upstream drivers.

The scale of reduction in tuberculosis incidence seen by the attainment of SDG 1 would have a substantial effect on the progress towards tuberculosis elimination, accelerating the global downwards trend in tuberculosis incidence. Irrespective of whether the SDG 1, SDG 3, or End TB targets are reached completely, our research suggests that eliminating extreme poverty and especially increasing social protection coverage are key to reducing tuberculosis incidence. Cross-sectoral approaches that promote poverty reduction and social protection expansion will be crucial to the achievement of SDG 1 and provide the reduction in tuberculosis incidence that SDG 3 and the End TB Strategy are aiming to achieve. The approach of this study should be used to assess how other SDGs might affect the reduction of tuberculosis incidence to inform future advocacy and policy efforts.
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